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Magnificent Seven: Artificial
womb achieves top rating

Welcome to the Summer 2018
edition of Delivering the Future.
2018 has been a year of many highlights.
Seeing our work into preterm birth
prevention, gynaecological cancer, and
women’s mental health, grab national
media headlines throughout the year is
not only great reward for our research
teams, but for everyone at WIRF.
Featured in this edition are stories on a
pioneering WA-based research project
which has just been ranked in the top
0.1 per cent of all national projects by
Australia’s leading medical experts, and
the establishment of a new national
Alliance aiming to safely lower the rate
of preterm birth nationally.
Not to be outdone, our successes in the
development of our people, the attraction
of external grant and philanthropic
support, and a suite of major events, has
seen WIRF’s star rise like never before in
the Foundation’s history.
The announcement by The Stan Perron
Charitable Trust of critical funding
over the next 4 years has been a
monumental outcome for WIRF and
one which will enable us to expand
the reach and impact of our most
successful programs and retain the
best minds right here in WA.

The recent passing of Mr Stan Perron
AM was a sad loss of a great Western
Australian. Mr Perron was a valued and
respected supporter of WIRF who will
be remembered with much gratitude
and affection. Our thoughts are with
Jean, Elizabeth and all the Perron family.
We look forward to continuing Mr
Perron’s legacy and example of pursuing
excellence in everything we do.
Also on the funding front, we were
extremely excited to hear of our
success with a Lotterywest grant
application which will significantly
strengthen our IT infrastructure to better
deal with the needs of our research,
programs and volunteers.
By whatever measure is chosen, the
output of WIRF over the past 12 months
has been extraordinary. Nowhere else
was this more evident than through our
WIRF Spring Gala – Banquet for Babies.
The 2018 event, which was held on 1
September - the first day of Spring was attended by more than 310 guests
and raised an astounding $139,000. The
success of the event was a direct result
of so many generous people, families
and businesses coming together to
make our Spring Gala an evening which
will not soon be forgotten.

Professor John Newnham

Deb Attard Portughes

Our success in 2018 has put us in a
better position than ever to translate
our research as quickly as possible to
improve the outcomes for women and
children everywhere.
We hope you enjoy reading about some
of WIRF’s recent news and activities
in this latest edition of Delivering the
Future. We also hope that you feel as
proud as we do of being a part of our
organisation and for enabling these
successes – we cannot do it without
you – thank you.

Professor John Newnham AM
Chief Scientific Director

Deb Attard Portughes
Chief Operations Director

The WIRF Vision

A WIRF research program which
proposes an artificial womb as a
pioneering medical intervention to
save extremely premature babies,
has done what few projects ever
have; achieving a perfect score by
the key driver of health and medical
research in Australia.
The Project Grant, ‘EVE Therapy: A
New Life Support System for Preterm
Babies Born at the Border of Viability’
was scored as a Category 7 following
assessment by the National Health and
Medical Research Council’s (NHMRC)
Grant Review Panels, placing it in the top
0.1 per cent of all national projects.
The long-standing collaborative program
has now offered new hope for babies
born at the border of viability, around 22
to 23 weeks.
Researchers involved in the project have
been able to keep preterm lambs alive
and well with the EVE Therapy which
uses an amniotic fluid bath linked to an
artificial placenta.

and believes the NHMRC result is great
reward for the entire project team and
represents a significant milestone in the
technology’s future implementation into
clinical use.

Local Chief Investigator, Associate Professor Matt Kemp

“If we are to improve outcomes for
babies born at the border of viability we
must recognise that they are not ‘small
babies’. Rather, they are a unique patient
demographic that, due to their extremely
underdeveloped lungs and limited
cardiovascular capacity, they require an
entirely different treatment approach
from older preterm infants,” he said.

“He is one of only a handful of applicants
applying to the NHMRC Project grant
process to achieve a perfect score
of seven for any submitted project
application,” he said.

“This project is a wonderful example
of international collaboration; it brings
together leading academic researchers
from Japan and Western Australia, and
is undertaken in close partnership with
one of Japan’s foremost biomedical
technology companies, Nipro
Corporation.”

“He has ensured that Western Australia
is a global leader in research into
perinatology and finding new solutions
to the problems that emerge during the
perinatal period. His research spans
new technologies but he embeds his
research in an environment to support
clinical translation.”

Associate Prof Kemp explains that the
potential significance of the project is
enormous.

The NHMRC outcome is the latest in a
long list of achievements for the research
project which includes its recognition
as one of the Top 10 Science Stories of
2017 by the Australian Science Media
Centre, and most recently, being featured
at the 2018 Ars Electronica Festival in
Linz, Austria.

Crucially, they treat the premature lambs
as foetuses rather than small infants, by
replicating a womb environment. The
lambs continue to grow during the two
week-long incubation, and show no illeffects when they are later delivered.

“Nothing we have now is able to extend
survival beyond 22 - 23 weeks gestation
and usually with great costs to the child’s
future physical and mental health. What
today might be considered as futuristic
technology might soon not be so
futuristic and might be standard of care.”

Associate Professor Matt Kemp is
Head of WIRF’s Perinatal Research
Laboratories and Local Chief Investigator,

WIRF’s Professor John Newnham said
Assoc Prof Kemp was a true pioneer of
the new era of perinatology.

For all Australian women to enjoy the best health
for themselves, their pregnancies and their babies.

The EVE Therapy research program
involves researchers from the Women
& Infants Research Foundation, The
University of Western Australia and
Tohoku University Hospital, Japan.

EVE -

ARTIFICIAL
WOMB

About WIRF
WIRF is one of Australia’s leading independent research institutes
dedicated to improving the health of women and infants.
We focus our research and programs across three principal areas:
the prevention of preterm birth, gynaecological cancers, and women’s
mental health. This research and programs have directly contributed to
a number of improved clinical practices and health outcomes.
Leading the world in preterm birth prevention
Discovering causes and cures of women’s cancers and improving outcomes
Improving access to mental health resources and enabling better mental health outcomes
Translating our research findings into guidelines and resources.
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Pioneering technology:
WIRF’s Artificial Womb
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Funding enables
Stan Perron Fellowship
New funding provided from the
Stan Perron Charitable Trust is
set to greatly improve the outlook
for women and infants across the
country.

Associate Professor Matt Kemp, the late Stan Perron AM,
and Deb Portughes

“The funding will allow
WIRF to attract some of
the best and brightest
scientists and researchers
across the nation, and
honour the memory of a
great WA businessman
and philanthropist.”

The substantial funding over the next 4
years will enable the Women & Infants
Research Foundation to engage and
educate health practitioners and families
across regional and remote WA on the
strategies that have successfully lowered
the rate of preterm birth and are making
pregnancies safer for women and their
babies worldwide.
In addition to enabling The Whole
Nine Months Outreach Program, the
funding will allow WIRF to attract some
of the best and brightest scientists
and researchers across the nation,
and honour the memory of a great WA
businessman and philanthropist.

Specifically, it will allow the establishment
of a new Fellowship in honour of Mr Stan
Perron AM which will enable our leading
scientists to develop new research
programs into areas of women’s and
infants’ health that matter most to our
community.
“In partnership with the Stan Perron
Charitable Trust, we hope this new
funding encourages other philanthropists
and funding bodies to invest in our quest
to make preterm birth a thing of the
past and improve the health and future
of all Australian children,” WIRF Chief
Operations Director, Deb Portughes said.
“On behalf of everyone at the Women &
Infants Research Foundation, I thank the
Stan Perron Charitable Trust from the
bottom of my heart.”

Help shape our research
We understand that our success lies in our ability to work together with our
key partners, health services, policy makers and our supporters.
Private and philanthropic support is becoming increasingly important in extending
our national and international research impact and translating our research findings
for the benefit of women, infants and families across our region.
If you would like to become involved in shaping new research into priority areas
of women’s and infants’ health, contact us on 6458 1437 or info@wirf.com.au

The membership of the Alliance at the inaugural meeting held in Sydney in July

WIRF program catalyst for national alliance to
prevent preterm birth
A WIRF research program which
has significantly reduced the rate
of preterm birth across the state is
being rolled out nationally after its
key practice points and outcomes
were used to develop a national
preterm birth prevention alliance.
The launch of The Australian Preterm
Birth Prevention Alliance comes on the
back of the recent announcement of
$1.2 million in federal funding for WIRF’s
WA Preterm Birth Prevention Initiative
to be expanded in WA and rolled out
across NSW and VIC.
Researchers from the WA Initiative, in
conjunction with other leading medical
identities from across the country, were
successful in securing funding for the
Partnership Project as part of funding
announced by the National Health and
Medical Research Council.
Our success in WA has been the
result of researchers, doctors, health
professionals, families and government
working collaboratively to develop
solutions to a critical area of human
health. Australia is now the first country
to have developed a national preterm
birth prevention program.

Chair and Founder of the WA Initiative,
Professor John Newnham said a
decision had been made to take the
program to all states and territories.
“The challenge was always to work out
how to expand the effect and translate
the program into other health care
environments,” he said.

Tasmania kicked-off the Alliance’s
national rollout with a special event held
on 9 November at which Tasmanian
Minister for Health, Michael Ferguson,
and other key stakeholders, gathered to
canvass a way forward to address the
state’s alarming rates of preterm birth;
currently the highest in the country.

“We now have the vehicle for the
learnings from WA and the new
knowledge generated by our key
partners to be captured, expanded
on, and translated into state-based
implementation programs supported
by policies and best practice guidelines
specific for that environment.”
The Australian Preterm Birth Prevention
Alliance has the singular aim to safely
lower the rate of preterm birth in
Australia.
This will be done by bringing together
clinical leaders, Health Departments,
and communities, to adapt and
modify and tailor the existing WA
specific Initiative for introduction and
implementation in each state and
territory, joined together in a single
Alliance.

Prof John Newnham, Dr Amanda Dennis, Dr Lindsay
Edwards, and Minister Michael Ferguson at the Tasmanian
launch event
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Lotterywest grant
enables new era for WIRF

Oscar in 2012

WIRF was extremely excited to host
Minister Simone McGurk for the
recent presentation of a special
Lotterywest grant.
Molly in 2007

Ambassadors remember their
preterm journey
As part of World Prematurity
Day 2018, Amy and Mike Hussey
celebrated their first anniversary
as Ambassadors for WIRF, and
with it, have reflected on their own
powerful story of preterm birth and
their hope for a brighter outlook for
mothers and babies everywhere.
Of their four pregnancies (Jasmin,
William, Molly and Oscar), Amy and Mike
would have not one, but two preterm
birth experiences.
In May 2007, Amy gave birth to Molly
Mae at just 28 weeks and weighing little
over one kilo after suffering a placental
abruption; a condition that can lead to a
full-blown haemorrhage.
“My pregnancy was going along well
when out of nowhere a complication
arose. Things didn’t improve and when
I was told at 6pm on a Saturday night
that the baby needed to come out now,
I knew it wasn’t good. I was actually
terrified,” Amy explains.
“I remember thinking I can’t believe this
is actually happening to me. I’ve carried
two full-term babies so why now? It was
really frightening and I couldn’t imagine
having a baby so early and so small. I
thought for sure I would be okay, but I
was very wrong. It was a lot to take in at
the time and it was really difficult trying
to be mum to two little children at home
and a tiny baby in hospital.”
Retired Australian Test Cricketer, Mike
Hussey explains how he feared losing
both his wife and premature daughter.
“I couldn’t believe this was happening,
I was supposed to be celebrating a
World Cup win,” Mike reflects.
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“It was so sad seeing a tiny,
underdeveloped Molly lying helpless
in the humidicrib with tubes and cords
going in all directions. I jumped every
time there was a beep or an alarm go
off. The doctors were doing so many
tests and I had so many worries such
as how could someone so tiny even
survive this.
“The nurses were amazing, so calm
and positive and kept both Amy and
myself somewhat sane. We had no idea
what was happening or how things
were going to turn out and I certainly
felt helpless during this life-changing
situation.”
After spending her first 11 weeks in the
neonatal intensive care unit at King
Edward Memorial Hospital, Molly was
finally able to come home and join her
big sister and brother.
Life at home and on the field, would
largely return to normal for the Hussey’s
until June of 2012 when son Oscar
would mirror the three month early birth
of his sister, also weighing just one kilo.
“Before deciding to have a 4th baby I
had lots of testing done and the results
showed I was not at risk of having
another preterm baby, so we decided to
go for it,” Amy said.
“When I went into labour at 28
weeks, we could not believe this was
happening again and the anxiety
and fear returned. The second time
around was harder as we knew what
to expect and the long road ahead for
our family. As the mum, I knew I would
be spending up to 16 hours a day at
the hospital for the next 12 weeks and

when I wasn’t at the hospital my mind
was still there.”
Oscar would have an extended 12 week
stay in the hospital’s NICU after some
early health problems; a period which
would take its toll on the entire Hussey
household.
“It was a scary time. I was worried
about the health of my wife and
baby Oscar as well as trying to run a
household and look after three other
children,” Mike said. “I was completely
exhausted, anxious and stressed but
kept trying to put on a brave face to the
world. I had so many thoughts of what
my life may look like if my wife and baby
didn’t make it through the ordeal, as my
cricket career would be over and how I
would cope trying to bring up three kids
on my own. It is amazing how your life
can be turned upside down in the blink
of an eye.”
Having a preterm baby has had a huge
impact on the whole Hussey family.
“For Oscar’s sisters and brother, the first
time they got to meet their baby brother
was the day we brought him home, 12
weeks after he was born.”
When asked by the Foundation to
become its inaugural ambassadors,
both Amy and Mike jumped at the
opportunity.
“It just seems like a perfect fit. Knowing
how tough it is for families to go through
preterm births, if we can help raise
awareness and support the amazing
research being done by WIRF in the
reduction, and ultimately prevention,
then we will feel really proud as
ambassadors,” Amy said.

The grant of $150,480 will enable the
development of new and important
educational materials for women and
their families, as well as the medical
practitioners that treat them across
our state.
It will also help WIRF to improve its IT
infrastructure and manage the large
number of volunteers that are integral to
our important work.
Minister Simone McGurk said she was
extremely pleased to be able to present
this grant to the Women & Infants
Research Foundation.

“Evidence shows that the early years of
child development, including in utero,
is crucial in setting the foundations for
lifelong success and wellbeing,”
she said.
“The work the Women & Infants
Research Foundation undertakes
contributes to the growing body of
knowledge about improving the health
and wellbeing of women and infants in
Western Australia. I’m a big fan.”
Each year Lotterywest provides
invaluable assistance to not-for-profit
organisations to support the things that
make WA an even better place to live.
Its support for organisations like WIRF
cannot be overstated.

Deb Portughes with Minister Simone McGurk

“Evidence shows that
the early years of child
development, including
in utero, is crucial in
setting the foundations
for lifelong success and
wellbeing.”

Attilia with her much loved grandchildren, Alissa and Zac

WA community unites to remember Attilia Tomasi
Support and services for women
who have experienced infant loss,
preterm birth and a cancer journey,
have received a boost following a
recent appeal to remember and
celebrate the life of Attilia Tomasi.
The Tomasi family decided that
they wanted a WA charity to receive
donations in honour of Attilia, who
passed away from breast cancer in
September 2018.
WIRF was the charity chosen because
of its support for women and families

facing the challenges that Attilia also
faced – the death of a child at only
one week of age in 1973 and ultimately,
breast cancer.
The Tomasi family appreciates and
understand the importance of research
as well as programs that directly
support women and mothers in real
need. As such, they have requested that
the donations be directed to support
WIRF’s work into perinatal loss and
women’s cancers.

In addition, the Appeal will directly
benefit WA women and their babies
by providing material aid including
Women’s Care Packages and Baby
Bundles.
Everyone at WIRF would like to thank
the Tomasi family and their friends for
their incredible generosity to Attilia’s
Appeal which has raised an incredible
$25,000 to-date.

Thank you.
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WIRF in the media
From breakfast television and national news bulletins, to major
print and online stories, WIRF’s media footprint has continued to
expand across national and international news platforms.
A new WIRF study examining the link between a woman’s bacterial
signature and preterm birth is featured on Seven’s Sunrise as a
major medical breakthrough in preterm birth prevention and attracts
national media attention.

L-R: Alan, Michelle, Agatha and Troy Linney

WIRF Ambassadors,
Mike and Amy Hussey

The Australian Preterm Birth Prevention Alliance is unveiled at
a full media event by the WA Health Minister, Roger Cook, and
announces the Alliance is to adopt the key practice points and
outcomes of WIRF’s WA Preterm Birth Prevention Initiative as part
of a national approach to preventing early birth.

Together we gather for the WIRF Spring Gala
Following the success of the 2018
event, the WIRF Spring Gala –
Banquet for Babies, has now firmly
enshrined itself as one of the most
anticipated dates on WA’s calendar
of events.
More than 310 people brought in the first
day of Spring at Fraser’s State Reception
Centre for WIRF’s flagship event, MC’d by
Seven’s Mark Readings.
An incredible $139,000 was raised as
part of the 2018 event which will enable
new WIRF research and programs into
priority areas of women’s and infants’
health.

WIRF would like to make specific
mention of the Gold Sponsors of the
WIRF Spring Gala, Linneys, and Event
Partners, Fraser’s, Howard Park Wines,
Vasse Felix, Clevertronics, Parkwood
Plumbing Centre and The Montauk
Lighting Company.

Our 2018 event has brought out the very
best of generosity and giving from the
WA community.

Also warranting special mention are
Creative Directors and Stylists, Kim
Pearson and Anita Moullin, who brought
the Springtime spectacular to life and
the Spring Gala Steering Committee
- Georgina Egerton-Warburton, Marie
Botsis-Premici, Amy Hussey, Deb
Portughes and Richie Hodgson – who
worked tirelessly to deliver the event they
had long envisioned.

We were simply blown away by the
generosity of those that attended
and supported the event with so
many generous people, families and
businesses, going above and beyond to
make our Spring Gala a success. Thank
you from the bottom of our hearts.

A double page spread in the Sunday Times provides a detailed
profile on WIRF’s scientific chief visionary, Prof John Newnham and
the inspiration behind his life’s work to save and improve the lives of
babies everywhere.

Images courtesy of Alana Blowfield Photography

Guests including local Ministers, private
industry, philanthropists, sporting

personalities, and health and medical
representatives, were treated to an
evening of exquisite food, wine and
entertainment, and highlighted by
presentations from WIRF’s Ambassadors,
Amy and Mike Hussey, and Prof John
Newnham.

Richie Hodgson, Marie Botsis-Premici, Mike Hussey, Amy Hussey,
Georgina Egerton-Warburton and Deb Portughes

Partner with
us for the 2019
Spring Gala

Chair of the WIRF Board, Rowena Smith and Kerry Osling

Work has already commenced for our 2019 Spring Gala which will be held on
Saturday, 31 August 2019 and promises to raise the bar even further. If you are
interested in becoming a Sponsor of our next Spring Gala, or have an amazing
Auction Prize you would like to donate, we would love to hear from you.

Please contact WIRF directly on 0408 128 088 or at richie@wirf.com.au

What happens when babies are born before they are due? Our own
Prof John Newnham and specialist obstetrician and gynaecologist
Dr Liza Fowler sat down with ABC Perth’s Di Darmody on the
Focus program in November for an hour-long conversation on the
importance of going #thewholeninemonths and what it means for
our kids’ development long after their birth.

Liz Daly’s story of preterm birth, infant loss, a cervical cancer
diagnosis, and multiple rounds of IVF, is about as powerful as
it gets. She and husband Todd are now the proud parents of a
beautiful little boy and girl and their story was featured by the
Sunday Times in the lead up to Telethon weekend 2018.
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Spotlight on…
Richie Hodgson

Celebration Homes breathe new life
into Family Birth Centre
WIRF was extremely excited to
partner with major supporter,
Celebration Homes, as part of a
recent renovation to the Family
Birth Centre at King Edward
Memorial Hospital.

“Together with the team from
Celebration homes, we chose our
waiting room and entrance to be
renovated, as we believed this would
have the most impact for the families
coming through the unit,” Carly said.

2018 saw the Family Birth Centre mark
its 25th anniversary, and whilst the
philosophy of the centre to create a
‘home-like’ setting for women and their
families has remained a proud pillar,
the centre had begun to look outdated
and worn.

“The team from Celebration Homes
were absolute professionals during the
renovation, every step was stress-free
and the staff were so friendly.”

Acting Staff Development Midwife at the
Family Birth Centre, Carly Thompson
said the team receive comments daily
on how beautiful the space is.

The Centre’s waiting room now boasts
a beautiful atmosphere with fresh paint,
new carpets, stylish furniture and a
large smart-TV.

either wait for the appointment with
the midwife or sit patiently awaiting
news about a new niece/nephew or
grandchild,” she said.
“We cannot say thank you to
Celebration Homes enough. Our clients
will be happily using this beautiful space
for many years, and many babies, to
come.”
In addition to the Celebration Homes
team, WIRF would like to make special
mention of Trevors Carpets and Solver
Paints, who generously donated all the
floor coverings and paints at no charge.

“The new waiting room has been so
well received by our clients as they

2019 Perinatal and Infant
Mental Health Symposium
When: Friday, 29 March 2019, 8.00am-4.30pm.

Richie Hodgson is WIRF’s Media,
Communications and Marketing
Manager, and considers himself
extremely lucky to work with some
of WA’s best and brightest research
talent on a daily basis.

“Menzies was a fantastic opportunity to
work with some of the world’s leading
experts in global, tropical and Indigenous
health on transformative research into
malaria, tuberculosis, and key Close the
Gap initiatives,” he said.

For more than 12 years his work
as a science and medical research
communicator has focussed on
facilitating public engagement with
research, helping to inspire the next
generation of scientists and advocating
for the importance of science and
medical research.

Following a move from Darwin to Perth
in 2014, he would jump at the chance to
remain in health and medical research,
this time with WIRF.

“I’ve always considered it a distinct
pleasure to work with great minds
to ensure their incredibly important
research is understood and
acknowledged far outside of scientific
and academic circles,” he said.
“I see my role as a real ‘value-add’
service. Even the best research needs
assistance and expertise to ensure its
findings reach the people, platforms,
supporters and stakeholders that
require it most.”
After five years working in the Higher
Education sector with Charles Darwin
University, it was a chance job offer with
the Menzies School of Health Research
in the Northern Territory which would
see him enter the weird and wonderful
world of medical research.

“My time at WIRF has been so rewarding.
It has been absolutely amazing to have
direct access to these preeminent
researchers and clinicians to ensure their
work attracts national and international
media attention and crosses the
threshold from niche to widespread
interest and intrigue,” he said.
“Of equal importance as translating
complex research studies into plain
English communications to support
our media and marketing activities, is
being able to sit down with mothers
and fathers who have been through a
preterm birth experience.
“These are incredibly powerful stories
- some with a happy ending, and
some with absolutely heart-breaking
conclusions. It shows such strength
and courage from parents of premmie
babies to share these most personal
of stories, and it’s my distinct pleasure
to give them the platform they rightly
deserve.”

Richie Hodgson

“My time at WIRF has
been so rewarding.
It has been absolutely
amazing to have
direct access to these
preeminent researchers
and clinicians to ensure
their work attracts
national and international
media attention.”

We want to connect
with more people like you

Where: Harry Perkins Institute of Medical Research Auditorium - QEII Medical Centre.
Cost:

Keynote Speaker, Professor Megan Galbally

In recognition of the importance
of the first 1000 days of life, the
Women and Newborn Health
Service, in partnership with
the Women & Infants Research
Foundation, are proud to present
a special symposium on the
importance of supporting the early
parenting environment.

$70 Early bird rates closes Wednesday, 27 February. $90 thereafter.
Tickets available via the WIRF website www.wirf.com.au

For further information contact Lea Davidson on
E: Lea.Davidson@health.wa.gov.au or P: (08) 6458 2822

Engage with us on Facebook

Visit our website

@WIRFWA

wirf.com.au

Follow us on twitter

Get the latest by signing up
for our enewsletter at

Exploring evidence-based strategies that scaffold mothers and families during the
perinatal period can give us the best opportunity to work with families to promote a
good start to life.
Key speakers for the 2019 Perinatal and Infant Mental Health Symposium
include: Professor Megan Galbally, Professor John Newnham, Gareth Baynam,
Rebecca Anglin, Clare Rees as well as Dr Lisa Miller and Shivanti Senaratne,
Rochelle Matacz, Kelli MacMillan, Angela O’Connor and Terri Smith.

@WIRFWA

wirf.com.au/newsletter-sign-up
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